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Features – Design & Development

**Activities Completed**

➢ Meeting with JHU Central IT team to revisit the Technical architecture of JHU Fibi servers

➢ Bug fix for critical issues reported during UAT

**Activities In Progress**

➢ **Fibi – BIRT integration**： Development in progress

➢ **Medusa**： Technical design in progress

➢ Training details – Show Completion date instead of Expiration date in UI： Development in progress

➢ Fixing of bugs reported during UAT Round 1
Features – Design & Development (cont’d…)

Activities planned for the week of 10th June

➢ Continue with the Technical design for ‘Medusa’
➢ Continue with the development of ‘In Progress’ features
➢ Continue with bug fixes
Research Administration Grants Management System

Integration

- **Master Views**: Master views have been updated in all the 3 JHU Fibi instances. JHU to advise if any further changes are required.
- **SAP Proposal**: Code deployed in QAFibi. SAP Vendor team to complete the integration testing with the SAP test instance.
- **SAP Awards**: Testing (validation of awards via application) completed.

*Activities planned for the week of 10th June*

- **Learnshare** – Polus is currently modifying the Integration program to fetch Training Completion dates from Learnshare.
- JHU to continue the testing of Master Views.
- SAP Vendor team to test ‘**SAP Proposals**’ integration.
Data migration

Activities Completed

➢ JHU Business Validation of Migrated data in TR

Activities In Progress

➢ Fixing of the migration related bugs reported

➢ Validation of migrated data by UAT users alongside Functional testing

Activities Planned for the week of 10\textsuperscript{th} June

➢ Continue with fixing all the migration related bugs in TR instance
UAT

**Activities Completed**

➢ UAT Round 1 completed on 10\textsuperscript{th} June 2022

**Activities In Progress**

➢ Review the cases lodged since Day 1 of UAT Round 1 and plan the way forward for these cases

**Activities Planned for the week of 10\textsuperscript{th} June**

➢ Continue with Bug Fixes
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